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ABSTRACT
Pseudo-bulges are expected to markedly differ from classical, quasi-monolithically
forming bulges in their star formation history (SFH) and chemical abundance patterns.
To test this simple expectation, we carry out a comparative structural and spectral
synthesis analysis of 106 red, massive galaxies issued from the SDSS, subdivided into
bulgeless, pseudo-bulge and classical bulge galaxies according to their photometric
characteristics, and further obeying a specific selection to minimize uncertainties in
the analysis and ensure an unbiased derivation and comparison of SFHs. Our 2D pho-
tometry analysis suggests that disks underlying pseudo-bulges typically have larger
exponential scale lengths than bulgeless galaxies, despite similar integral disk lumi-
nosities. Spectral synthesis models of the stellar emission within the 3′′ SDSS fiber
aperture reveal a clear segregation of bulgeless and pseudo-bulge galaxies from classi-
cal bulges on the luminosity-weighted planes of age-metallicity and mass-metallicity,
though a large dispersion is observed within the two former classes. The secular growth
of pseudo-bulges is also reflected upon their cumulative stellar mass as a function of
time, which is shallower than that for classical bulges. Such results suggest that the
centers of bulgeless and pseudo-bulge galaxies substantially differ from those of bulgy
galaxies with respect to their SFH and chemical enrichment history, which likely points
to different formation/assembly mechanisms.
Key words: galaxies: bulges – Galaxies: evolution – galaxies: general – Galaxies:
stellar content
1 INTRODUCTION
The study of galaxy bulges has gained significant momen-
tum lately, much due to the realization that the nature and
formation history of these structural components of galaxies
is far more intricate and diverse than what was considered
to be some years ago. It has been suggested that some bulges
- named pseudo-bulges - emerged through a prolonged star-
formation process that is fed through disk material in the
course of the secular galaxy evolution, in contrast to clas-
sical bulges, which are thought to assemble through quasi-
monolithic gas collapse and/or mergers early on (for a reveiw
see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004, see also references therein)
. Due to their distinct formation history, pseudo-bulges are
thus expected to appreciably differ from classical bulges in
their stellar content (age, metallicity, dynamics, morphol-
ogy and structure) and current star formation rate (SFR).
? E-mail: bruno.ribeiro@lam.fr
Reproducing the formation of these structures within the
hierarchical merging paradigm of galaxy formation and evo-
lution is challenging (see, e.g., Okamoto 2013, and refer-
ences therein) yet of considerable relevance, as nearby disk
galaxies frequently host structures that can be considered
as pseudo-bulges (e.g. Kormendy et al. 2010; Simard et al.
2011; Fisher & Drory 2011; Bennert et al. 2014).
Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004) list several character-
istics that can be used to identify pseudo-bulges, one of
them being a surface brightness profile (SBP) that is shal-
lower than the one displayed by classical bulges. A fit with
a Se´rsic law to pseudo-bulges is thus expected to yield a
lower Se´rsic index η (generally <2, i.e. closer to the value
≈1 that is typical for disks) instead of the high η (3–6) that
is characteristic of massive galaxy spheroids, and closer to
the de Vaucouleurs law. A significant degree of rotational
support and diskiness are regarded as further signatures of
pseudo-bulges. Their distinctiveness in terms of structural,
morphological and kinematic properties, relatively to what
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one historically calls a bulge, is now relatively well estab-
lished and widely used to identify them (e.g. Fisher & Drory
2008; Gadotti 2009).
Finer photometric details, harder to observe and hardly
hinted on SBPs, may further help identifying pseudo-bulges.
Unsharp masking techniques applied to images often re-
veal underlying structural features (spiral arms, bars, rings,
small scale disks) considered to be typical of pseudo-bulges
(e.g., Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004 and references therein).
These sometimes co-exist with a classical bulge (see e.g. Er-
win et al. 2015) and are thought to be built up from the
disk material, also based on kinematics (see also e.g. Kehrig
2012 for detection of such structures in early-type galaxies
possessing a warm inter-stellar medium). This lends further
support to a “gentler” formation mechanism that is associ-
ated with internal gravitational disk instabilities and pro-
longed star-forming activity that could be sustained by gas
accretion from the galaxy environment, rather than quick
growth through merging and the ensuing violent relaxation
of the stellar component. Mergers were - at least until re-
cently - commonly expected to destroy disks in general,
and likely also the faint spiral signatures described above,
rather giving rise to a classical bulge (eg Naab & Trujillo
2006; Hopkins et al. 2010). Nevertheless, there is also some
theoretical and observational evidence for the survival of
disks after mergers, or the existence of pseudo-bulge struc-
tures in merger remnants (Keselman & Nusser 2012; Ueda
et al. 2014; Querejeta et al. 2014, and references therein).
Alternatively, Guedes et al. (2013) propose a scenario where
mergers possibly induce rapid growth of pseudo-bulges out
of disk material in the early stages of galaxy assembly. In
this scenario the structure that we recognize as a pseudo-
bulge today results from the complex evolution of a stellar
bar that suffers repeated stages of formation and dissolu-
tion along the galaxy’s evolution. Indeed, bars are thought
to drive physical processes that lead to pseudo-bulge for-
mation (Combes et al. 1990; Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004;
Kubryk et al. 2013; see also Mendez-Abreu et al. 2014 and
references therein) traditionally in a secular way. But other
authors minimize the contribution provided by secular bar
instabilities to the assembly of pseudo-bulges in favour of
physical mechanisms occurring at much smaller timescales
like e.g. high-redshift starbursts (Okamoto 2013) or minor
mergers (Eliche-Moral et al. 2011).
Given the plethora of possibilities, the existence of spe-
cific structural components such as embedded bars should
not, in principle, be a requirement for identifying a pseudo-
bulge. And, somewhat in tandem, the timescale for the for-
mation of the pseudo-bulge (thus the dominant mechanism
leading to its formation, provided that there is a unique
one) is not yet pinned down either; neither by simulations
nor even by observations. Still on the latter, a recent anal-
ysis based on the colors of a sample of isolated galaxies
seems to discard as well the need for long timescales for
the formation of pseudo-bulges: Ferna´ndez Lorenzo (2014)
finds that the majority of their pseudo-bulges show colors
compatible with the red sequence of early-type galaxies,
thus advocating “an early formation epoch and not much
subsequent growth”. However, the family of pseudo-bulges
might be far more diverse, with the old entities described
(Ferna´ndez Lorenzo 2014) constituting merely a sub-branch
of it. In fact, several previous studies document the presence
of younger, bluer stellar populations and significant SFR in
pseudo-bulges (e.g., Morelli et al. 2008; Fisher et al. 2009;
Gadotti 2009; Zhao 2012 and references therein), consistent
with a time-continued build-up process, in contrast to that
undergone by classical bulges.
All these works show that the defining characteristics -
in particular in what concerns stellar populations and mor-
phological substructure - and origin of pseudo-bulges are far
from being well understood. A thorough census and analysis
of pseudo-bulges is thus imperative to allow for advances to
be made in this field. And, starting by the nearby systems,
which can be more easily observed, is an obvious choice.
The aim of this study is to contribute to our under-
standing of such structural entities, using a sample of galax-
ies selected on stringent criteria, and employing a stellar
population synthesis (SPS) approach, which has not yet
been very much explored and can provide relevant con-
straints. Indeed, stellar ages, metallicities, star formation
histories (SFHs) and other parameters inferred from SPS
can give insight into the formation mechanism of pseudo-
bulges and help addressing whether it is distinct from that
of classical ones. Our sample comprises galaxies with lit-
tle or absent ongoing star formation, mainly to avoid the
difficulties in the analyses of their SBPs that are due to
light contamination by Hii regions and associated features
(e.g., nebular emission, dust lanes), that complicate the de-
termination of the Se´rsic index η in SBP fitting. This se-
lection is described in Sect. 2, where we also detail the cri-
teria adopted to divide the sample into different structural
classes and identify pseudo-bulge hosts. With this deliber-
ate bias in star-forming activity (and color), the SPS should
also be more reliable (due to faint emission lines and insignif-
icant continuum nebular emission). We thus expect that, if
any difference in the SFHs and stellar metallicities between
pseudo-bulges and classical ones is still uncovered, then this
should provide a robust indication. In Section 3 we give a
brief explanation of the method used to infer the main phys-
ical properties of the analyzed pseudo-bulges through spec-
tral modeling of their SDSS spectra. In Section 4 we provide
and discuss the main results from our analysis. Finally, in
Section 5 we summarize the main points to be taken from
this work.
Throughout the paper we use WMAP7 cosmology:
H0=71 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm=0.27 and ΩΛ=0.73 (Larson
2011).
2 THE SAMPLE - SELECTION CRITERIA
AND DEFINITION OF STRUCTURAL
CLASSES
This study is largely motivated by and builds upon our pre-
vious work in Coelho et al. (2013) that focused on a sample
of massive red galaxies selected from the same NYU-VAGC
catalogue of Blanton et al. (2005) to ascertain the frequency
of active galactic nuclei (AGN) hosted by quiescent galaxies
with a negligible or absent bulge. Since the Coelho et al.
(2013) sample was restricted to low Se´rsic indices (η < 1.5),
we have extended it to include as well galaxies where the
bulge has a significant contribution to the total light of the
galaxy. We thus select SDSS DR7 galaxies from the same
NYU-VAGC catalogue of Blanton et al. (2005) that gathers
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photometric and structural parameters for all SDSS galax-
ies having spectroscopic data. All objects obey the following
requirements:
- redshift in the range 0.02 < z < 0.06;
- galaxy stellar mass M∗ > 1010M, computed as in Bell
(2008) from the r-band SDSS luminosity and g-r color, and
assuming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function;
- color index (g − r) typical of red galaxies: (g − r) >
0.57 + 0.0575 log(M∗/108M) (Bell 2008);
- inclination cut equivalent to i . 60o to exclude edge-on
systems, prone to biases in the photometric and SPS analysis
due to dust extinction (see Coelho et al. 2013).
These criteria yield a sample of galaxies with expected
little star formation activity. On top of the above, we also
carried out a visual inspection of the SDSS multi-waveband
images to discard galaxies with features obviously related
to star formation, close-by or overlapping objects, as well
as galaxies with interaction-induced distortions and com-
plex morphologies (i.e., star-forming rings, tails and bridges,
prominent dust lanes) , since all these could compromise a
robust estimate of the galaxies’ structural properties, in par-
ticular in what regards the bulge. This second selection stage
was also meant to minimize the number of obscured objects,
which indeed was found to be the case in the subsequent
analysis (Sect. 4.4).
We expect this strategy to greatly simplify the morpho-
logical analysis and render it more robust, while introducing
no bias in what concerns the main objective of this work:
to investigate a possible significant difference in the stel-
lar ages, metallicities and other properties of pseudo-bulges
when compared with classical bulges. More specifically, our
main goal is to explore trends with regard to the above
quantities or plainly to verify whether there are obvious
contradictions to a scenario of different formation mecha-
nisms/timescales between bulges and pseudo-bulges.
The adopted redshift interval and mass cutoff aim at
obtaining a compromise of having enough objects in the
sample, a good spatial coverage in photometry (for inspect-
ing galaxy images and deriving significant SBPs), adequate
spectroscopic sampling of their central regions and no par-
ticular correlations of the derived parameters with galaxy
mass (due to the exclusion of low-mass objects).
The above selection criteria imposed a limit on mas-
sive, almost face-on, pure disks with red colors of about 35
(for the redshift range in question). The advantage of hav-
ing a relatively small sample1 is that its size allows doing a
dedicated analysis of each object. The approximately same
number of galaxies was sought (in the same volume) to pop-
ulate the other classes, resulting in a total of 106 objects.
Their morphological classification is discussed in the next
sub-section.
1 Because red late-type galaxies are rare (e.g., Bamford et al.
2009; Masters et al. 2010; Coelho et al. 2013), a consequence of
adopting our color selection is to drastically reduce the number
of objects of later types, so our aim cannot possibly be to compile
large samples that offer statistical robustness to the results.
2.1 Structural analysis of the sample
One of the commonly used ways to distinguish between
bulge dominated galaxies and disk dominated ones, and as-
sess the significance of the bulge when it is present, is to fit
a Se´rsic (1968) profile
Σ(r) = Σe exp[−κ(r/re)1/η − 1] (1)
where the index η describes the shape of the SBP, re is the
effective radius, Σe is the surface brightness at radius re and
κ is a parameter coupled to η (Ciotti & Bertin 1999), such
as to ensure that half of the total flux is enclosed within re.
A Se´rsic index of η = 1 corresponds to a pure exponential
profile that is typical for galactic disks, whereas η = 4 corre-
sponds to the de Vaucouleurs profile associated to elliptical
galaxies and low-mass galaxy spheroids.
Though values of η were already available for our galax-
ies in the NYU-VAGC catalog, these were obtained through
the fitting of equation 1 to the azimuthally averaged radial
profile of each galaxy, convolved with the estimated seeing
(Blanton et al. 2005). By definition, such a profile determi-
nation and fitting technique collapses a 2D image into a 1D
SBP. Although this transformation is straightforward in its
practical application, and permits a standardized quantifi-
cation of galaxy structural properties, it obviously entails
loss of information. For example, one can infer from decom-
position of an SBP the total magnitude and mean isophotal
radius of a structural component (e.g., a bar) but important
morphological properties (e.g., position angle, ellipticity and
boxiness/diskiness) are irretrievable from a 1D SBP. 2D sur-
face photometry techniques, now commonly used, can, in
principle, preserve much of the 2D information in a galaxy
image, and it has been claimed on the basis of simulations
that they can better recover galaxy structural components,
when these follow simple empirical laws (Wadadekar et al.
1999; Guo et al. 2009).
We performed 2D photometry modeling with GALFIT2
(Peng et al. 2002, 2010, version 3.0) to the r-band SDSS
images, with the goal of analysing in more detail the struc-
tural parameters of the selected galaxies and assigning them
to different morphological subsamples. To each of the 106
galaxies we carried out a fit with a single Se´rsic (equation
1) to the entire galaxy. Two types of galaxies (60% of the
whole sample) were well fit using this strategy: those de-
scribed by a Se´rsic law with η = 1 (38 galaxies, hereafter
named disks or bulgeless galaxies) and another group well
modeled by a Se´rsic function with η > 3 (26 galaxies, for
which no disk component was required - what we will call
the bulgy galaxies). However, results were inadequate for the
remaining 40% of the sample (42 galaxies) since we identi-
fied significant signal in the residuals image. The SBP of
these objects was thus refit with a multi-component model
consisting of an exponential disk plus a Se´rsic profile - trans-
lated by the following equation:
Σ(r) = Σe,d exp[−κ(r/re,d)−1]+Σe,b exp[−κ(r/re,b)1/ηb−1].
(2)
where subscripts d and b refer to disk and bulge compo-
nents, respectively. This allowed to obtain good results for
the whole sample (residuals after model subtraction amount
2 http://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/galfit.html
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to less than 10% of the galaxy flux). No additional constraint
on the profiles, aside from the fixed Se´rsic index for the disk
component (when required) in equation 2, was imposed on
all fits. The sky component was fitted locally and simulta-
neously using an image with a constant value close to that
reported from the SDSS. The errors associated with each
pixel are computed internally by GALFIT from a combi-
nation of the rms of the sky regions and the pixel signal
assuming a poissonian distribution of the noise 3.
Consistency tests led us to confirm the goodness of this
strategy where we fit a fixed η = 1 Se´rsic law plus a free-
η Se´rsic profile (i.e., equation 2) to all galaxies4 since it
turned out to be more robust against possible variations in
the other structural parameters, and to yield more physically
meaningful results. Additionally, fitting a pure exponential
disk to the extended regions of the galaxy allows for a con-
sistent measurement of the light in excess to it, which can
plausibly be attributed to the bulge emission. This more ro-
bust approach is also justified by an important goal of this
study, namely to quantify the significance and luminosity
contribution of the bulge even for almost bulgeless objects
showing a merely minor luminosity surface brightness en-
hancement at the centers of their disk though having no
conspicuous sub-structure (like bars, rings, etc).
The final step of this stage was to identify pseudo-bulges
among the group of 42 galaxies that revealed an SBP where
two structural components were obvious and compelling (a
disk plus a bulge with Se´rsic index ηb assuming various val-
ues). To do so, a frontier value for ηb was sought. In general
terms, and since η varies continuously from a Gaussian pro-
file (0.5) through an exponential disk (1.0) and to a classical
bulge (∼4), it is not easy to objectively establish a boundary
value separating bulgy galaxies from those hosting a pseudo-
bulge, or bulgeless ones. After a careful visual inspection of
the images and the results from GALFIT, and by consider-
ing previous studies (Bell 2008; Gadotti 2009; Barentine &
Kormendy 2012), we finally adopted the conservative range
of ηb < 1.5 to identify pseudo-bulges - these total 29 in
our sample. The remaining 13 galaxies will be henceforth
referred to as intermediate-η bulge galaxies. To summarize
this procedure and the adopted classes, we present in table
1 the selection criteria applied to SBPs and the final number
of galaxies in each class for our 106 objects. Typical exam-
ples of galaxies of each class may be found in figure 2, and
respective redshift distributions are given in figure 1. This
figure also shows that there is no trend on the frequency of
bulge type with redshift, so we expect that any change there
may be on the physical resolution of SDSS images along the
redshift interval probed by our sample will have no major
impact on the fits to the galaxies SBPs The reader is referred
to Coelho et al. (2013) for more details on the fitting proce-
dure and construction of the 1D surface brightness profiles
shown in figure 2 for illustration purposes.
A concluding verification was carried out on the perfor-
mance of GALFIT as compared to the specific adaptation
3 For a detailed description on how this is done please refer to
http://users.obs.carnegiescience.edu/peng/work/galfit/CHI2.html
4 Note that , in practice, equation 2 was fit to all galaxies, consid-
ering that the second term is null in the case of bulgeless galaxies
whereas it’s the first term that is canceled for pure spheroids.
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Figure 1. Redshift distribution of the different sub-samples.
Top: intermediate+bulgy (these two classes are merged for the
purpose of SPS studies, as detailed in section 4.2); Middle:
pseudo-bulge; Bottom: bulgeless. f(z) represents the number of
galaxies divided by the integral of the distribution, for normal-
ization.
of 1D surface photometry by Blanton et al. (2005). After
defining our classes, we fitted the SBPs of our bulgeless and
pseudo-bulge galaxies with a single Se´rsic model (equation
1), and compared our values for η with those reported in
the NYU-VAGC catalog for the same r-band images. Fig.
3 reports the results, where we find that our 2D analysis
yields a better separation between bulgeless and pseudo-
bulge galaxies. An additional reason for this may also lie
in the automatized treatment of the whole SDSS dataset
by Blanton et al. (2005), that obviously cannot handle the
particularities of individual galaxies, which is perfectly ac-
ceptable in million-object catalogs used for large statistical
studies.
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Figure 2. Left: typical examples of 1D surface brightness profiles (SBP) for each of the 4 classes, from top to bottom: bulgy, intermediate-
η, pseudo-bulge, bulgeless. The solid lines correspond to the SBP of the global model, dashed lines correspond to the disk component
and dotted lines to the bulge component. Right: SDSS gri color-composite cutout image of each source considered. Image size is fixed
(to ∼ 60′′ in side).
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Figure 3. Results of the test comparing the η values issued from fitting a single Se´rsic model in 2D (with GALFIT; on the right) and
in 1D (by Blanton et al. 2005 - values available in the NYU-VAGC catalog; on the left). The galaxies used for this test are the ones we
classified (by a different procedure - see text and equation 2) as bulgeless (in blue) and pseudo-bulge galaxies (in green).
Table 1. Structural classes of galaxies considered, definition of each class based on the exponent η of the best-fitting 2D Se´rsic model
and number of objects in each class. Profile decomposition was made using a combination of two Se´rsic laws (see equation 2): one with
fixed ηd = 1 (to model the disk) and another one with the Se´rsic index ηb let free when fitting the bulge component. Pure-disk galaxies
obviously do not require an additional Se´rsic component whereas bulgy galaxies were fitted by a single Se´rsic model, without need for
an additional underlying disk.
Structural class interval of Se´rsic index for objects in this class number of galaxies
bulgeless galaxies ηd = 1, no bulge component 38
pseudo-bulge galaxies ηd = 1, ηb < 1.5 29
intermediate-η bulge galaxies ηd = 1, 1.5 < ηb < 3.5 13
bulgy galaxies ηb > 3, no disk component 26
3 SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS OF STELLAR
POPULATIONS
The analysis of the SDSS spectra of our 106 galaxies of
different structural classes was undertaken using the stel-
lar population synthesis code starlight 5 (Cid Fernan-
des et al. 2005) to model the spectral energy distribution
(SED) of galaxies with a linear superposition of N? Simple
Stellar Populations (SSPs). The best-fitting solution from
starlight is obtained via standard χ2 minimization with
a non-uniform sampling of the parameter space. This code
employs advanced statistical mechanics techniques, such
as simulated annealing and multiple independent Markov
Monte Carlo Chains to avoid convergence into local min-
ima. Additionally, the Gelman & Rubin (1992) convergence
criterion is implemented for a better determination of the
global minimum solution.
The star formation and chemical enrichment history of
a galaxy is obtained from the best-fitting light population
vector ~x = (x1, ..., xN?), i.e. the set of fractional contribu-
tions of stellar populations with different ages and metal-
licities. The mass population vector ~µ is derived indirectly,
5 http://www.starlight.ufsc.br/
after combining ~x with the corresponding SSP mass-to-light
ratios (M?/L). In order to have a more realistic modeling,
extinction and kinematic parameters are also taken into ac-
count. For the former a uniform dust screen and the Cardelli
et al. (1989) reddening law were adopted and for the latter
we use a Gaussian kernel G(v?, σ?) that is determined by
two parameters: the systemic velocity v? and the velocity
dispersion σ? that model the line shifts and broadening ef-
fects, respectively.
Besides the main products issued from the starlight
fits, we can also use these fits to accurately extract and
measure any remaining emission-lines. For this, we have sub-
tracted the best-fitting stellar SED from the observed spec-
trum in order to isolate the pure emission-line spectrum.
This procedure is crucial, especially for bulgy galaxies that
usually exhibit very weak emission-lines, but also possibly
for several of the remaining objects (due to our selection
described in section 2).
3.1 Inferred physical properties from multiple
starlight fits
In our analysis, we make use of the evolutionary synthesis
models from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) to compute a set of
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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150 SSPs that comprise 25 ages (from 1 Myr to 15 Gyr, cov-
ering all evolutionary phases of single bursts) for 6 metallic-
ities: 1/200, 1/50, 1/5, 2/5, 1, 2.5 Z, where the solar value
Z is 0.02. These models are based on the “Padova 1994”
evolutionary tracks (Alongi et al. 1993; Bressan et al. 1993;
Fagotto et al. 1994a,b; Girardi et al. 1996) and the Chabrier
(2003) initial mass function between 0.1 and 100 M.
Due to the probabilistic nature of the solutions from
starlight, the population vector obtained for a spectrum
can slightly vary among different fits. In order to estimate
the impact of this inherent dispersion in model fits on the
spectral synthesis parameters, we have devised a new ap-
proach where 50 starlight runs were done for each galaxy
spectrum to better quantify systematic uncertainties in the
mean stellar age and metallicity, stellar mass and velocity
dispersion, among other spectral synthesis quantities, and
also to have a better error statistics on the emission-lines
and line ratios measured after the removal of the underlying
stellar contribution.
We note that all results obtained with starlight apply
to the SDSS fiber spectra (aperture 3′′), which enclose only
the central parts of galaxies, so the spectral synthesis pa-
rameters refer to a projected area with a diameter between
∼1.2 and ∼3.4 kpc for the most nearby and most distant
sources in our galaxy sample, respectively.
4 PSEUDO-BULGE GALAXIES IN OUR
SAMPLE - SIMILAR TO DISKS OR
RATHER TO CLASSICAL BULGES?
In order to gain insight into the nature and most likely ori-
gin of pseudo-bulges we compared several parameters ob-
tained both from the structural analysis and stellar popu-
lation synthesis, previously described in sections 2.1 and 3,
respectively. As stated before, the aim is to verify whether
there is evidence for distinguishing pseudo-bulges from clas-
sical bulges, and lending support to a disparate nature and
evolutionary scenario between both.
4.1 Structural parameters
Table 2 and figures 4 and 5 summarize the trends that our
analysis of the structural parameters reveal.
Although the dispersion of values is somewhat
large, along the sequence bulgeless → pseudo-bulge →
intermediate-η bulge galaxies, there is a monotonous in-
crease of the effective radius of the disk component, re,d
(≈1.7 exponential scale lengths), for galaxies with similar
absolute disk magnitudes in the r band. This is apparent
from the histogram in Fig. 4, as well as in the median value
(Table 2; mean values reflecting the same trend). A similar
though less pronounced behavior was obtained by Gadotti
(2009) for a sample of nearly 1000 SDSS galaxies selected
and analysed in a different way.
As for absolute magnitudes (Fig. 5 and Table 2), while
disks and pseudo-bulge galaxies span quite the same range of
both total and disk luminosities, intermediate-η bulge galax-
ies tend to have slightly brighter disks on average. The two
classes hosting classical bulges (bulgy and intermediate-η)
reach up to brighter absolute total magnitudes, likely due
to the relevant bulge contribution.
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Figure 4. Normalized histograms of the values of the disk effec-
tive radius, re,d, for the three classes having a disk component:
blue is for pure disks, green refers to pseudo-bulge galaxies, while
the orange histogram shows values for the intermediate-η bulge
galaxies.
By comparing galaxies having a disk component in their
SBP (i.e. a non-null first term in equation 2), the trends
shown in this section suggest that the exponential disks
of pseudo-bulge galaxies are more diffuse (larger values for
re,d) than those of bulgeless galaxies, since they share quite
comparable absolute magnitudes. One should bear in mind
though that this might be partly due to the addition of
a second component to the fit for the first class of galax-
ies: the Se´rsic function that models the bulge component
(mainly the central light excess), leaves the pure exponen-
tial to model best the outer, fainter regions of the galaxy to a
larger extent when compared to the single disk fit applied to
bulgeless galaxies. Despite the fact that this may artificially
increase the size of the disk by the simple additional presence
of a central component, the difference in sizes observed in
Figure 4 cannot be attributed to the fitting procedure. This
was tested by applying the 2-component fit (equation 2) to
bulgeless galaxies - in these conditions, the effective radii of
their disk component remained systematically smaller than
for pseudo-bulge galaxies, fitted in exactly the same way.
Behind the trends observed in Figure 5 (left panel) is
likely a well known correlation: classical bulges are usually
found in galaxies more massive (and thus brighter) than
those hosting pseudo-bulges and these, in turn, are more
massive (and brighter) than pure disk galaxies (e.g. Fisher
& Drory 2011). We verify this trend in our sample since the
estimate we perform - through equation (1) of Bell (2008) -
gives mean values of 10.2, 10.3 and 10.5 for the logarithm of
the total stellar mass of, respectively, disk galaxies, galaxies
hosting pseudo-bulges and the remaining galaxies (hosting
classical bulges). A wider discussion on the impact of the
mass of galaxies on the properties of bulges is, however, be-
yond the scope of this paper.
4.2 Stellar population synthesis parameters
Typical spectra of objects assigned to our structural classes
are shown in figure 6. Different spectrophotometric charac-
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Figure 5. Normalized histograms of the total (left panel), bulge (middle panel) and disk (right panel) absolute magnitudes in the
r-band for all structural classes: blue is for pure disks, green refers to pseudo-bulge galaxies, the orange histogram shows values for the
intermediate-η bulge galaxies and the red is for bulgy galaxies.
Table 2. Median and dispersion (standard deviation) values for some of the parameters inferred from the structural analysis for each
class of galaxies (presented in section 2.1): total absolute r-band magnitude (Mr(total)), bulge and disk magnitudes (Mr(bulge) and
Mr(disk), respectively) and effective radius re,d of the disk component in kiloparsec.
Structural class Mr(total) Mr(bulge) Mr(disk) re,d [kpc]
bulgeless galaxies −20.3± 0.6 – −20.3± 0.6 3.4± 1.2
pseudo-bulge galaxies −20.7± 0.5 −19.3± 0.6 −20.3± 0.6 6.1± 2.9
intermediate-n bulge galaxies −21.3± 0.6 −20.2± 0.6 −20.7± 0.8 6.8± 1.6
bulgy galaxies −21.1± 0.6 −21.2± 0.6 – –
teristics are evident: while classical bulges tend to be red-
der and essentially lack conspicuous emission-lines, pseudo-
bulges and the central regions of bulgeless galaxies are bluer
and show weak emission-lines, pointing towards recent or
ongoing star-formation.
Running starlight 50 times for each galaxy spectrum
allows us to estimate the uncertainties associated with var-
ious quantities of interest. We also expect this procedure to
offer a more reliable statistical approach, as already stated
in section 3. Note that we have considered all SDSS spec-
tra without imposing any restriction in terms of signal-to-
noise nor any other quality criterion. In any case, the average
S/N in the continuum region (4730–4780 A˚) is 22.6±6.9 for
the whole sample, the minimum S/N value being 9.3 (for 1
galaxy only), quite sufficient for a good fit.
The population synthesis models yielded very similar
trends for bulgy and intermediate-η bulges (i.e. what we
have been calling classical bulges or henceforth refer to sim-
ply as bulgy galaxies) with a large overlap in what regards
many important properties and parameters. For this rea-
son we merged these two classes from here onwards - simply
called bulgy, standing for bulge dominated galaxies - since
they are consistently alike in their stellar populations.
In this section (and in the following one), all plots show
both the individual starlight realizations for each galaxy
(as small dots) as well as the corresponding median value
(large circles). Bulgy, pseudo-bulge and bulgeless galaxies
are distinguishable through colors, being coded as red, green
and blue, respectively. A median value of the main parame-
ters obtained from starlight and discussed next are given
in Table 3 for each galaxy class, along with the respective
1σ dispersion.
In figure 7 we show two luminosity-weighted quantities:
the mean stellar metallicity 〈Z?〉L = ∑N?j=1 xjZj as a func-
tion of the mean stellar age 〈log t?〉L =∑N?j=1 xj log tj , where
Zj and tj are the metallicity and age of the j
th SSP. Despite
the spread in the data, especially apparent for later types,
we can see a conspicuous increase along the sequence from
bulgeless, pseudo-bulges to bulgy galaxies, where the me-
dian values for the stellar age were determined to be 1.12
→ 1.95 → 4.79 Gyr, while the mean stellar metallicity goes
from 0.6 to 1.2 Z. This suggests that centers of bulgeless
galaxies and pseudo-bulges span a larger interval on both
parameters but, on average, have younger and less metallic
stellar populations in comparison with classical bulges. The
main reason might be due to the fact that the two former
classes are typically more gas-rich and possibly sustain on-
going low-level star formation, whereas almost gas-devoid
bulgy galaxies have ceased forming stars early-on after de-
pletion of their gas supply and simultaneous increase of their
metal content (see section 4.5).
The mass-metallicity relation for our sample of galaxies
is shown in figure 8, where the stellar mass has been cor-
rected for the returned fraction to the inter-stellar medium
(ISM) according to Bruzual & Charlot (2003). Although the
distributions largely overlap with regard to the total stellar
mass enclosed within the fiber, there is a slight increase, on
average, from bulgeless to bulgy galaxies (see Table 3), that
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Figure 6. SDSS spectra in rest-frame and corrected for Galactic extinction using the dust maps from Schlegel et al. (1998) with additional
corrections described in Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). In each panel, the observed spectrum is in black, the red curve combines the 50 fits
from STARLIGHT and green is the error spectrum (where negative values indicate wavelengths masked prior to the fit due to spurious
pixels and/or emission lines). Each of the 4 classes is represented here: bulgy (top left), intermediate (top right), pseudo-bulge (bottom
left) and bulgeless (bottom right).
likely follows the similar increase in the bulge luminosity
(see Table 2).
4.3 Kinematics of the central regions
We have further investigated whether any of our structural
classes deviates from the Faber-Jackson relation (Faber &
Jackson 1976, hereafter FJ) for classical bulges and early-
type galaxies. To this end, we adopted as reference the re-
lation by La Barbera et al. (2010) who analyzed a sample
of ∼40 000 nearby early-type galaxies by fitting the relation
log σ? = λ0+λ1×(logL+0.4X) for the grizYJHK photomet-
ric bands, where σ? is the stellar velocity dispersion and L
the galaxy luminosity in the respective band. These authors
have obtained the linear regression coefficients λo and λ1 for
the FJ relation after assuming a magnitude limit X in the
corresponding wavebands. For the SDSS r-band, the mag-
nitude limit and coefficients they derived are X = −20.60,
λ0 = 2.151± 0.008 and λ1 = 0.192± 0.018.
After plotting the logarithm of σ? (obtained through
starlight) as a function of the total absolute magnitude for
our sample galaxies, we added the La Barbera et al. (2010)
FJ relation (thick magenta line in Fig. 9). Bulgy galaxies
seem to follow the relation quite well whereas pseudo-bulges
and disks are located systematically below it, in agreement
with the trends suggested by Kormendy & Kennicutt (2004)
and also observed by e.g. Zhao (2012) for a particular sample
of 75 bulges in isolated Sb-Sc SDSS nearby spiral galaxies. In
our work, we are aware that we cannot use σ? as a “clean”
measure of the velocity dispersion in the central region of
bulgeless and pseudo-bulge galaxies because we expect these
systems to show a significant degree of rotational support, at
variance with pressure-supported classical bulges. Therefore,
σ? has to be seen as an upper-limit to the true stellar velocity
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Figure 7. Mean stellar metallicity 〈Z?〉L (in solar units) versus
mean stellar age 〈log t?〉L, both luminosity-weighted, for bulge-
less (blue), pseudo-bulge (green) and bulgy (red) galaxies (we
note this class henceforth merges all ηb > 1.5 galaxies, irrespec-
tive of having a disk or not). For each galaxy, the 50 starlight
individual runs are shown as small dots, while the large filled cir-
cle corresponds to the median value with 1σ (standard deviation)
error bars. Histograms are also shown for each class (same color
coding): on the top panel for 〈Z?〉L, and on the right-hand-side
panel for 〈log t?〉L; the grey shaded area depicts the total distri-
bution of our galaxy sample. The small colored numbers in each
histogram panel are the median values, with 1σ, for each struc-
tural class (with the same respective color coding). The y-axis
values represent the number of galaxies.
dispersion in these systems, which should only reinforce the
result we obtained. Finally, it is worth pointing out that
pseudo-bulges tend to lie in the intermediate region between
pure disks and bulgy galaxies, as evidenced by the median
values of the distributions - large squares in Fig. 9 and Table
3. Taken in combination with the previous results on stellar
ages, metallicity and stellar masses, one might infer that
pseudo-bulges and the centers of bulgeless galaxies possibly
share a similar formation pathway, which is distinct from
the one driving the rapid growth and settlement of classical
bulges on the FJ relation.
4.4 Emission-lines and line ratios
As mentioned in section 3, emission-lines were measured af-
ter subtraction of the best-fitting stellar continuum model.
Note that this procedure was repeated 50 times for each
SDSS spectrum, due to the multiple starlight fits ob-
tained. Quite importantly, not in all 50 trials were we able
to measure the emission-lines, especially for bulgy galaxies
where nebular emission is generally very faint.
Table 3 shows that AV , the V -band extinction deter-
mined from models with starlight, is remarkably distinct
for the different classes: there seems to be a dichotomy, sepa-
rating bulgeless/pseudo-bulges from bulgy galaxies. The for-
Figure 8. Logarithm of the total presently available stellar mass
(i.e. the stellar mass ever formed, after correction for the fraction
of returned mass into the ISM) as a function of the light-weighted
mean stellar metallicity. This diagram delineates a trend similar
to the Tremonti et al. (2004) mass-metallicity relation, but with
respect to the stellar values and only using our sample of red
galaxies. Symbols, color coding and overall structure of this figure
are as in Fig. 7.
mer also span a similar distribution with regard to the gas-
phase extinction, inferred through the Balmer decrement
Hα/Hβ, with typical values higher than 2.86 (the theoretical
value for these recombination lines in Hii regions for typical
conditions) and being clearly separated from bulgy galaxies.
Both parameters (AV and Balmer decrement) are obviously
correlated and their values lead us to infer that the centers
of pseudo bulges and disk galaxies are more dust-enriched
than classical bulges.
In order to further investigate the star formation activ-
ity of our sample galaxies we have derived the classical Bald-
win et al. (1981, hereafter BPT) diagram to classify optical
emission-line spectra into Hii/Star-Forming (SF), Compos-
ites and LINER/Seyfert galaxies using the [NII]λ6583/Hα
versus [OIII]λ5007/Hβ emission-line ratios (see Fig. 10). The
adopted demarcation lines are from Kauffmann et al. (2003,
hereafter Ka03) to select SF galaxies, and the theoretical
upper limit obtained from photoionization models proposed
by Kewley et al. (2001, hereafter Ke01) to separate star-
forming from other ionization sources such as shocks, post-
AGB stars and AGNs. In order to discriminate Seyferts from
LINERs, we adopted the Schawinski et al. (2007, hereafter
Sc07) demarcation line.
In terms of the ionization properties, we can clearly see
a sequence where star-forming galaxies tend to be bulge-
less, pseudo-bulges are mainly composites (though there is
a large dispersion) and bulgy commonly lie in the LINER
regime. Since disky and pseudo-bulges are found preferen-
tially below the Ke01 demarcation line, we can conclude
that there is still ongoing star-formation activity, while ex-
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Table 3. Median and dispersion (standard deviation) values of several parameters obtained from fitting starlight models to SDSS
spectra that gather the emission within the inner 3′′ of each sample galaxy. Columns give, for each structural class now considered: mean
stellar metallicity (in solar units); mean stellar age (in years); stellar mass (in solar units) corrected for the mass returned to the ISM
due to stellar winds and SNe explosions; V-band extinction; velocity dispersion of stellar absorption lines (in km/s); emission line ratios
[NII]λ6583/Hα, [OIII]λ5007/Hβ and Hα/Hβ.
Structural class log 〈Z?〉L log 〈log t?〉L log M∗ AV σ? log [NII]/Hα log [OIII]/Hβ log Hα/Hβ
bulgeless galaxies −0.24± 0.21 9.05± 0.32 9.95± 0.35 0.74± 0.37 74.5± 27.5 −0.36± 0.10 −0.38± 0.32 0.79± 0.13
pseudo-bulge galaxies −0.25± 0.19 9.29± 0.49 10.18± 0.29 0.84± 0.39 108.2± 33.2 −0.17± 0.18 −0.18± 0.37 0.80± 0.27
bulgy galaxies +0.09± 0.10 9.68± 0.16 10.42± 0.22 0.03± 0.08 160.5± 41.0 0.07± 0.17 0.13± 0.17 0.32± 0.32
Figure 9. Logarithm of the stellar velocity dispersion (in km
s−1) within the central region as a function of the total r-band
magnitude (computed with GALFIT) for all galaxies belonging
to the three classes now considered. Symbols and colors are as
before (Figs. 7, 8; but velocity dispersion values on the right panel
are given directly in km/s), and we’ve now added large squares to
mark, for each structural class, the median value of the parameter
under study (as in Table 3). The thick magenta line shows the
Faber-Jackson (FJ) relation from La Barbera et al. (2010) for
early-type local galaxies. We can clearly see that bulgy galaxies
fall within that relation, having a median value of -21.20 mag in
the r-band and a mean velocity dispersion of ∼ 161 km/s. On the
other hand, bulgeless and pseudo-bulges deviate strongly from
the FJ relation.
tra sources of ionization have to be invoked in bulgy systems
to explain their emission-line ratios, and only residual star-
formation might be in place. This is compatible with the
hypothesis of disky/pseudo-bulges building up in the course
of secular galaxy evolution, in contrast to bulgy galaxies
that have formed the bulk of their stars much earlier and
presently exhibit very low, if any at all, star-formation ac-
tivity. It also shows that our selection minimizes occurrence
of star-forming objects in our sample 6 but does not exclude
6 As described in section 2, galaxy g-r SDSS colors are red: mean
values range from 0.75 to 0.81 for the different classes of table
Figure 10. BPT emission-line ratio diagnostic diagram for
[NII]λ6583/Hα versus [OIII]λ5007/Hβ. The demarcation lines in
blue, red and magenta are the ones proposed by Kauffmann et al.
(2003, Ka03), Kewley et al. (2001, Ke01) and Schawinski et al.
(2007, Sc07), respectively. They are used to classify galaxies ac-
cording to the ionization source: Ke01 is a theorectical upper limit
from stellar photoionization models, while Ka03 is used for de-
marcating star-forming galaxies; Sc07 is used to separate between
Seyfert and LINER regimes. Symbols are as before (see Fig. 9).
them completely, as expected. Noteworthy is also that, de-
spite being intrinsically red in terms of having a dominantly
aged, red stellar population, some star formation is taking
place in these bulgeless and pseudo-bulge galaxies - enough
to produce the gas excitation we observe. These situations,
however, are not a problem for this work since the generally
very faint nebular emission in these systems should not lead
to any bias on our results, while rendering confidence to our
morphological classification and SPS results.
1, being rather typical of early-types (e.g. Fukugita et al. 1995).
Individual galaxy colors are given in tables A1-A4. Visual inspec-
tion of the images, also described in section 2, further concurred
to eliminate objects with characteristics indicative of significant
star formation.
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4.5 Mass assembly history of galaxies
An important insight that can be gained from spectral syn-
thesis models is the mass assembly history (MAH, e.g. Heav-
ens et al. 2004; Asari et al. 2007; McDermid et al. 2015), i.e.
the cumulative stellar mass fraction as a function of time,
here determined within the central 3′′ of the analyzed galax-
ies (Fig. 11). The curves were obtained from the starlight
star formation histories of galaxies and smoothed to 0.5 dex.
The statistics include the 50 different starlight runs for
each galaxy in our sample and we highlight the median trend
for each structural class (bulgeless, pseudo-bulge and bulgy).
Since we have selected red galaxies from the SDSS, we ex-
pect that the bulk of their stellar mass was formed rather
early-on for all distinct categories. Analyzing the curves in
figure 11, we see that the assembly of the stellar mass within
the galaxy centers was accomplished more than 1 Gyr ago
for our three classes. However, the pace at which each struc-
tural class assembles its central stellar mass is different, be-
ing slower in bulgeless, moderate in pseudo-bulges and faster
in bulgy galaxies. The large filled squares mark the corre-
sponding MAH values at an age of the Universe of ∼ 7.7
Gyr where bulgeless galaxies have assembled 80% of their
inner stellar mass, while pseudo-bulge and bulgy galaxies
have already formed 89% and 93% of their fiber stellar mass,
respectively.
These results seem to be compatible with the secular
evolution scenario for pseudo-bulges, pointing to prolonged
star forming activity that is fed by gas inflow from the disk or
the halo, leading to a gradual build-up of the (pseudo)bulge
at a slower pace. This star formation is a process still on-
going, as demonstrated in the last section. It is worth re-
iterating that, despite our optical color selection criteria,
some of these galaxies have emission lines reflecting ongo-
ing star formation in a moderately dusty environment in
their central regions. This star formation seems to be rele-
vant in light but probably not so much in the percentage of
central stellar mass formed: being enough to place them in
the BPT parameter space typical of Hii regions and alike,
and contributing to secularly building-up the inner regions
of these galaxies and the growth of the pseudo-bulge, it does
not increase significantly the amount of stellar mass already
present - at least in the last Gyr.
On the other hand, classical bulges seem to assemble
their stellar mass at a much faster rate, in a process consis-
tent with a violent galaxy merger or rapid gas collapse sce-
nario. Additionally, they show no signs of significant recent
star-formation activity in their centers, consist of old stellar
populations only, and likely have almost no gas left to fuel
star formation. Our results are compatible with those ob-
tained by Zhao 2012 through spectral fitting of bulges and
pseudo-bulges in 75 isolated late-type galaxies located at
lower redshift than our sample. This study concluded that
either class has formed most of its stellar mass ∼10 Gyr
ago, with the important difference of pseudo-bulges sustain-
ing star-forming activity over a longer timescale than classi-
cal ones, in qualitative agreement with the secular evolution
scenario.
Figure 11. Mass assembly history (MAH) as a function of look-
back time, normalized to the age of the Universe, for our dif-
ferent structural classes: bulgeless (blue), pseudo-bulges (green)
and bulgy galaxies (red). Each curve shows the median trend for
each galaxy class under consideration, with the same color shad-
ing showing the dispersion of the values (including the multiple
starlight runs for each galaxy). Since this sample consists of op-
tically red galaxies, the bulk of their stellar mass was formed more
than 1 Gyr ago. However, the pace at which each class assembles
its stellar mass is different, being slower in bulgeless, moderate
in pseudo-bulges and faster in bulgy galaxies. The large filled
squares mark the corresponding MAH values for an age of the
Universe of ∼ 7.7 Gyr (∼ 6 Gyr in lookback time) when bulgeless
galaxies have assembled 80% of their central stellar mass, while
pseudo-bulge and bulgy galaxies have already formed ∼ 89% and
∼ 93% of their stellar mass (also in the inner 3′′), respectively.
4.6 Discussion on possible aperture biases
One should consider whether aperture effects might be in-
ducing the trends unveiled by the population synthesis anal-
ysis. The fixed SDSS fiber aperture implies that, for higher
redshift galaxies, the area probed by the spectra is physically
larger (we recall it ranges from ∼1.2 to ∼3.4 kpc, in diam-
eter, for our sample). We must then quantify, for galaxies
having a disk+bulge structure, if their fiber spectra is con-
taminated by disk light. Fig. 1 shows that the redshift distri-
butions are quite similar, especially among galaxies having a
bulge, so one would not expect the above hypothesis to have
any impact on the observed tendencies. In any case, we have
made some tests so as to be sure that our results concerning
pseudo-bulges, and their apparent similarity with disks in
several properties, are not driven by aperture effects.
Following Zhao (2012, see also references therein), we
computed the flux contribution provided by disk and bulge
inside a region with radius 1.5′′ (respectively, Fd(< 1.5′′)
and Fb(< 1.5
′′)), the size of SDSS fibers. These quantities
are computed analytically from the integral of the Se´rsic
function using the parameters obtained with GALFIT. Re-
sults for the ratio r1.5 = Fb(< 1.5
′′)/Fd(< 1.5′′) ≡ Lb(<
1.5′′)/Ld(< 1.5′′) are shown in Fig. 12 for the two classes
having a disk+bulge structure (i.e. pseudo-bulge galaxies
and intermediate-η ones). In the figure, we also mark the
limit where the light from the bulge is about 6 times more
than that from the disk within the 1.5′′ radius aperture;
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Figure 12. Normalized histogram of the bulge-to-disk flux ra-
tio inside the fiber aperture computed from the best fit models
derived with GALFIT. The green histogram refers to pseudo-
bulge galaxies, while the orange histogram shows values for the
intermediate-η bulge galaxies. The vertical black solid line refers
to the limit for bulge dominance defined in Zhao (2012).
below this line lie objects where the disk contribution be-
comes important for the light collected by the SDSS fiber
(Zhao 2012). As most of our sample is above this limit, this
clearly hints to aperture effects not being an issue in our
sample: we thus expect that the parameters inferred from
SPS for pseudo-bulges are not contaminated by the light of
the underlying disk of the host galaxy.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This article presents a comparative study of bulgeless,
pseudo-bulge and bulgy (classical-bulge and early-type)
galaxies with respect to the star formation history, stellar ve-
locity dispersion, metallicity and gas-excitation mechanisms
in their central part. Our main goal is to obtain further ob-
servational constraints on the question of whether pseudo-
bulges are distinct from classical bulges in terms of their as-
sembly history, as expected by the secular growth scenario
for the former.
Our sample was deliberately selected such as to com-
prise undistorted low-inclination galaxies with spectropho-
tometric properties indicative of negligible levels of both
ongoing star-forming activity and intrinsic obscuration by
dust. This ensures a reliable morphological analysis and
classification, and that the spectral fitting analysis of SDSS
spectra is unbiased, thereby allowing for a robust compar-
ison of the physical and evolutionary characteristics of the
above classes. The latter were defined on the basis of the
structural properties of our sample galaxies, as obtained
through 2D bulge/disk image decomposition with GALFIT,
and by demanding a minimum Se´rsic index η > 1.5 for clas-
sical bulges. The redshift range of our sample ensures that
the region probed by the SDSS fiber is adequate for sam-
pling the stellar populations of the bulge without signifi-
cant contamination from the underlying disk, which is an
improvement on previous studies (Zhao 2012). Our sample
(106 galaxies) comprises nearly equal parts of bulgeless (38),
pseudo-bulge (29) and bulgy (39) systems, in an attempt to
increase the number of objects under study relatively to pre-
vious works related with this topic (eg Moorthy & Holtzman
2006; MacArthur et al. 2009; Zhao 2012). Furthermore, a cut
in stellar mass aims at avoiding introducing any strong de-
pendence on this parameter by excluding low-mass galaxies.
The main results from this study may be summarized
as follows:
• Our photometric analysis suggests that disks under-
lying pseudo-bulges typically have larger exponential scale
lengths than bulgeless galaxies, despite similar integral disk
luminosities. One can try to elaborate on whether this is
related to the build up of the pseudo-bulge mass. Models
of pseudo-bulge growth via satellite accretion (such as the
ones explored by e.g. Eliche-Moral et al. 2006) show that
these events lead to an increase of the disk scale length that
depends on the mass of the satellite. This occurs due to
the outward transport of disk material in the outer regions,
combined with inward transport to the bulge in the inner re-
gions. However, the very same physical argument (outward
transfer of angular momentum) is also used to justify the ex-
pansion of galaxy disks and accompanying concentration in
the inner regions, leading to bulge growth, but in the frame-
work of secular evolution (see e.g. Kormendy & Kennicutt
2004 and also Sachdeva et al. 2015 and references to models
therein). The results from our study per se do not permit
discrimination between these two scenarios.
• Spectral synthesis models of the stellar emission within
the SDSS fiber aperture reveal a clear segregation of bul-
geless and pseudo-bulge galaxies from bulgy ones with re-
spect to the luminosity-weighted age (t?) vs metallicity (Z?):
Notwithstanding a large dispersion among galaxies within a
class, the former two classes were found to significantly dif-
fer (median of <2 Gyr and 0.6 Z, respectively) from clas-
sical bulges (∼5 Gyr and 1.2 Z, respectively). This con-
trasts with previous results: Moorthy & Holtzman (2006);
MacArthur et al. (2009); Zhao (2012) find that pseudo and
classical bulges do not have significantly different stellar
populations. However, samples are selected in a noticeably
different way and some of these works have very few objects,
whereas a large scatter is present also in our case.
• On the stellar mass (M?) vs Z? plane, classical bulges
predominantly populate the high-mass, high-metallicity lo-
cus (M? & 1010 M and Z? & Z), whereas pseudo-bulges
and the central regions of disks span a wide range of values,
from partial overlap with the former to ∼1 dex lower M?
and reaching down to subsolar metallicities of ∼ Z/4.
• Still within their central regions, bulgeless galaxies and
pseudo-bulges show a clear tendency for a higher gas-phase
metallicity than bulgy systems, a fact pointing to a sub-
stantially different chemical enrichment (and star formation)
history. This is also reflected on the stellar mass assembly
histories derived in this study, indicating a gradual, gentler
rise of stellar mass from bulgy towards bulgeless systems: at
a look-back time of ∼6 Gyr, the percentage of the present-
day stellar mass at the centers of bulgeless, pseudo-bulge
and bulgy has been determined to be 80%, 89% and 93%,
respectively. This indicates that, whereas the stellar mass in
all analyzed systems is predominantly old (presumably due
to our particular selection criteria), the former two classes
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have undergone significant star-forming activity and stellar
mass growth over the past few Gyrs.
• Whereas bulge systems were found to closely obey the
Faber-Jackson relation, the centers of bulgeless and pseudo-
bulges are systematically underluminous (by up to ∼2.5
mag) in the r-band at a given stellar velocity dispersion
σ∗. Given the increased importance of rotational motions
in pseudo-bulges, their inferred σ∗ is rather an upper limit,
which further underscores their kinematic departure from
the Faber-Jackson relation for classical bulges and early-
type galaxies.
• An analysis of diagnostic emission-line ratios reveals
a systematic trend along the bulgeless → pseudo-bulge →
bulgy sequence, further highlighting the diverse nature of
these entities: whereas BPT ratios for bulgeless galaxies
are mostly compatible with those for Hii regions, those for
pseudo-bulges suggest a broad range of gas excitation mech-
anisms, from star formation all the way to AGN. Bulgy
galaxies, on the other hand, are almost exclusively found
within the LINER regime of BPT diagrams.
Our results thus show that some trends hold for the
central regions of galaxies (from bulgeless to bulgy) con-
cerning specific parameters inferred from the morphological
and SPS analysis. And such relations seem to indicate that
pseudo-bulges occupy a transition region between these two
in several parameter spaces. Namely, the fact that pseudo-
bulges seem to have residual star formation, younger stellar
populations and, consistently, a more prolonged stellar mass
assembly history than classical (bulgy) systems, lends strong
support to the notion that the central bulge-like component
is forming secularly in these galaxies. On the other hand, the
determined disk scale length of pseudo-bulge galaxies could,
in principle, be compatible with both models (secular evolu-
tion or rapid processes such as minor mergers). Though the
majority of our results thus favor the more commonly ac-
cepted scenario of different formation mechanisms between
pseudo-bulges and classical ones, it is far from straightfor-
ward to exclude other possibilities, and a complex picture
for the assembly of these structures seems more reasonable
as evidence builds up.
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Table A1. Table with general properties and structural parameters (as defined in equation 2) for the pseudo-bulge galaxies studied in
this paper. Columns are as follows: (1) and (2) give the J2000 coordinates of the galaxies (in degrees); (3) SDSS redshift value; (4) g− r
color from the NYU-VAGC catalog; (5) Total r-band magnitude of the galaxy as derived from GALFIT; (6) and (7) Effective radii, in
kpc, of the structural components, disk and bulge respectively; (8) The Se´rsic index of the bulge component; (9) The morphological class
assigned to the galaxy (as in Table 1).
α (J2000) δ (J2000) z g − r Mr,tot re,d re,b ηb
212.9395 -0.9043 0.0544 0.8190 -20.46 9.93± 0.21 1.79± 0.02 0.68± 0.02
130.7137 52.9251 0.0591 0.8103 -20.74 6.22± 0.13 1.70± 0.03 0.62± 0.04
220.8427 1.0981 0.0381 0.7261 -21.03 4.53± 0.03 1.54± 0.02 0.58± 0.02
322.7421 -7.0855 0.0278 0.8528 -20.75 6.23± 0.05 1.16± 0.01 0.74± 0.01
30.7166 -8.0267 0.0335 0.8086 -20.56 5.98± 0.04 1.11± 0.01 0.95± 0.01
25.9110 13.5277 0.0542 0.8705 -20.69 14.12± 0.24 1.62± 0.01 0.46± 0.02
131.1434 46.8706 0.0522 0.7995 -20.09 7.68± 0.32 2.13± 0.05 0.74± 0.02
142.9998 51.3818 0.0333 0.6995 -20.37 3.91± 0.07 1.28± 0.03 1.09± 0.02
194.6264 63.7096 0.0397 0.8460 -19.93 5.28± 0.08 0.97± 0.01 0.62± 0.04
221.8257 58.2260 0.0375 0.7759 -20.52 3.64± 0.02 1.70± 0.02 0.42± 0.02
254.4245 33.9194 0.0597 0.8135 -19.88 9.36± 0.20 1.57± 0.02 1.01± 0.03
117.8212 32.7403 0.0557 0.7645 -20.72 5.16± 0.06 1.39± 0.02 0.34± 0.04
155.1420 7.8518 0.0441 0.8683 -20.31 5.47± 0.08 1.04± 0.01 0.81± 0.02
162.9716 8.8632 0.0523 0.7222 -20.75 7.20± 0.13 1.86± 0.03 0.80± 0.03
231.4910 48.2958 0.0361 0.7062 -20.35 4.42± 0.03 2.22± 0.03 1.46± 0.01
145.2456 40.0365 0.0412 0.8357 -20.02 5.40± 0.07 0.81± 0.01 0.33± 0.02
158.9306 12.2550 0.0495 0.8860 -20.78 8.84± 0.16 1.96± 0.02 0.73± 0.02
188.8515 47.6891 0.0454 0.9074 -20.15 4.58± 0.08 0.92± 0.01 0.86± 0.02
253.8737 23.3854 0.0553 0.9055 -21.29 10.46± 0.07 1.12± 0.02 0.70± 0.06
237.9711 27.2427 0.0589 0.7937 -20.72 6.11± 0.09 1.43± 0.01 0.42± 0.02
19.6423 -0.2283 0.0472 0.7822 -20.85 5.90± 0.05 1.38± 0.01 0.35± 0.01
18.7512 0.0309 0.0497 0.7580 -20.54 5.22± 0.09 0.96± 0.01 0.86± 0.02
197.9124 34.6365 0.0374 0.8359 -20.88 5.35± 0.04 5.49± 0.06 1.21± 0.01
151.1738 28.3567 0.0516 0.9225 -20.83 7.58± 0.06 0.88± 0.01 0.54± 0.03
135.5952 14.5252 0.0301 0.8168 -21.27 14.23± 0.16 2.66± 0.01 0.82± 0.01
168.9758 20.7440 0.0599 0.7755 -20.80 8.71± 0.11 1.97± 0.01 1.00± 0.01
174.4652 21.9742 0.0303 0.7217 -21.96 12.86± 0.13 1.71± 0.00 1.31± 0.01
223.5155 18.4004 0.0571 0.8136 -20.61 5.12± 0.06 1.65± 0.02 0.73± 0.03
134.9453 -0.0056 0.0527 0.7735 -21.70 8.45± 0.07 0.88± 0.01 1.45± 0.02
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Table A2. Same as table A1 but for the Bulgeless class galaxies.
α (J2000) δ (J2000) z g − r Mr,tot re,d re,b ηb
212.3728 0.1437 0.0541 0.7417 -20.02 3.59± 0.03 - -
15.7648 13.4973 0.0578 0.7104 -20.12 3.35± 0.02 - -
256.8101 65.3668 0.0537 0.7276 -20.58 3.20± 0.02 - -
121.1723 45.7877 0.0504 0.7333 -20.82 3.66± 0.02 - -
129.1653 47.2543 0.0528 0.8464 -19.72 3.27± 0.03 - -
334.8222 -1.1872 0.0571 0.7529 -19.88 2.58± 0.03 - -
52.5906 0.2631 0.0373 1.1631 -20.34 4.14± 0.02 - -
7.5758 -0.5022 0.0585 0.7055 -20.64 6.32± 0.07 - -
233.1491 49.3842 0.0521 0.7849 -19.89 2.89± 0.02 - -
257.1751 28.5217 0.0451 0.7109 -20.92 4.61± 0.01 - -
209.7411 58.2354 0.0593 0.7557 -20.96 2.33± 0.01 - -
242.0544 44.1528 0.0492 0.7436 -20.15 4.79± 0.04 - -
134.1697 5.8765 0.0592 0.7580 -17.81 3.93± 0.05 - -
145.5350 9.7321 0.0589 0.7888 -19.88 3.26± 0.02 - -
127.3326 6.2958 0.0484 0.7508 -20.92 2.97± 0.01 - -
158.5929 44.3970 0.0522 0.7227 -20.36 2.09± 0.01 - -
204.2524 43.4256 0.0436 0.7958 -20.42 7.24± 0.05 - -
166.6466 44.0469 0.0366 0.7460 -20.04 2.25± 0.01 - -
197.1282 50.6423 0.0293 0.7530 -20.46 2.13± 0.00 - -
199.2471 7.7240 0.0487 0.7647 -20.26 4.07± 0.03 - -
196.6814 9.6532 0.0565 0.7108 -20.42 2.29± 0.01 - -
204.0016 6.5261 0.0231 0.7221 -20.01 2.80± 0.01 - -
243.0000 30.0477 0.0482 0.7935 -20.50 5.30± 0.04 - -
111.0129 40.8093 0.0497 0.9650 -20.06 4.39± 0.06 - -
181.4486 33.8394 0.0539 0.7074 -20.35 3.74± 0.05 - -
249.7326 13.3908 0.0507 0.7658 -20.41 3.83± 0.03 - -
147.9439 27.5461 0.0330 0.7502 -20.52 2.24± 0.01 - -
193.9952 30.3637 0.0512 0.7330 -20.77 4.28± 0.02 - -
159.7373 25.7561 0.0510 1.1405 -20.12 4.81± 0.06 - -
179.4989 25.1587 0.0580 0.7424 -19.97 2.00± 0.01 - -
120.5747 11.4264 0.0600 0.8377 -19.32 2.00± 0.01 - -
153.5945 18.4474 0.0441 0.8836 -19.58 2.17± 0.01 - -
148.8226 17.6874 0.0447 0.8021 -20.43 2.47± 0.01 - -
159.9893 17.6721 0.0571 0.6974 -20.30 4.05± 0.04 - -
171.8496 19.6471 0.0520 0.7675 -19.93 2.22± 0.01 - -
211.4471 15.1940 0.0595 0.7129 -20.72 3.17± 0.03 - -
244.2731 11.4185 0.0402 0.7123 -20.63 3.46± 0.01 - -
165.8052 7.7149 0.0554 0.7294 -20.93 3.35± 0.02 - -
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Table A3. Same as tableA1 but for the Bulgy class galaxies.
α (J2000) δ (J2000) z g − r Mr,tot re,d re,b ηb
55.9895 0.4378 0.0400 0.7490 -21.17 - 4.16± 0.07 5.22± 0.06
57.6747 1.0408 0.0371 0.7447 -21.13 - 3.62± 0.07 5.56± 0.06
241.4743 -0.5504 0.0560 0.7526 -21.09 - 3.35± 0.08 5.05± 0.08
241.2225 -0.0475 0.0520 0.7514 -20.86 - 2.69± 0.06 4.80± 0.09
243.0857 0.8049 0.0578 0.7354 -21.49 - 6.99± 0.35 6.16± 0.15
191.5058 -1.0732 0.0474 0.7499 -20.89 - 3.64± 0.11 5.56± 0.11
239.8879 -1.0989 0.0553 0.7294 -20.92 - 2.72± 0.05 3.68± 0.06
211.4747 -0.7454 0.0593 0.7498 -21.78 - 4.44± 0.08 5.07± 0.07
226.1841 -0.3520 0.0548 0.7363 -21.98 - 7.30± 0.14 4.83± 0.05
244.4877 -0.3815 0.0572 0.7142 -21.14 - 4.05± 0.16 6.41± 0.14
172.0247 0.1322 0.0495 0.7483 -20.25 - 1.75± 0.02 3.34± 0.07
217.4984 0.2003 0.0554 0.7196 -20.82 - 2.20± 0.05 4.81± 0.10
223.4544 0.0897 0.0439 0.7667 -21.20 - 3.60± 0.09 6.52± 0.09
239.1147 0.0593 0.0397 0.7437 -20.39 - 4.58± 0.18 5.92± 0.12
247.5797 0.1850 0.0582 0.7267 -20.79 - 3.29± 0.11 5.11± 0.13
172.6222 0.4943 0.0290 0.7576 -21.10 - 6.26± 0.16 5.62± 0.07
204.2834 0.4521 0.0479 0.7558 -21.19 - 3.83± 0.07 5.22± 0.06
222.5090 0.5788 0.0404 0.7378 -21.59 - 4.99± 0.14 7.84± 0.10
182.7670 0.9723 0.0204 0.7531 -22.33 - 22.11± 0.47 6.10± 0.04
153.4382 -0.8772 0.0418 0.7437 -20.12 - 4.67± 0.23 5.36± 0.14
242.5503 0.7837 0.0433 0.7659 -22.17 - 7.77± 0.17 5.48± 0.09
210.9270 -1.1373 0.0269 0.7541 -20.34 - 2.75± 0.03 4.50± 0.11
213.7526 -0.7970 0.0385 0.7543 -22.15 - 5.01± 0.03 3.98± 0.02
214.3278 0.0946 0.0526 0.7821 -21.80 - 8.51± 0.22 5.32± 0.29
222.7663 -0.4622 0.0432 0.7669 -21.28 - 5.32± 0.08 4.11± 0.31
193.8191 0.2469 0.0476 0.7537 -22.63 - 9.18± 0.13 5.83± 0.09
Table A4. Same as table A1 but for the Intermediate-η bulge class galaxies.
α (J2000) δ (J2000) z g − r Mr,tot re,d re,b ηb
211.8419 -1.0964 0.0551 0.7439 -21.43 7.82± 0.06 0.76± 0.02 1.52± 0.12
227.7024 -1.0625 0.0542 0.7742 -21.64 8.23± 0.10 1.17± 0.01 1.51± 0.02
223.0669 -0.2936 0.0434 0.7345 -21.76 7.09± 0.10 2.61± 0.12 3.26± 0.07
173.8470 0.0906 0.0292 0.6973 -20.31 6.47± 0.22 1.31± 0.04 3.16± 0.06
200.4663 0.1394 0.0347 0.7524 -21.21 5.78± 0.03 0.89± 0.02 2.89± 0.04
211.0308 0.1440 0.0477 0.7341 -21.30 5.50± 0.03 0.54± 0.02 3.48± 0.50
226.1676 0.6045 0.0402 0.7644 -21.56 7.67± 0.05 0.93± 0.01 1.58± 0.02
169.8617 0.9681 0.0399 0.7654 -21.13 4.58± 0.04 0.58± 0.01 1.66± 0.04
190.7771 -0.4379 0.0473 0.8125 -22.33 8.94± 0.07 1.62± 0.05 2.27± 0.06
167.1651 0.2843 0.0249 0.7578 -20.37 3.66± 0.02 0.72± 0.01 2.56± 0.03
189.7547 0.3656 0.0230 0.7874 -21.95 9.02± 0.06 1.50± 0.01 2.49± 0.01
163.6087 0.6637 0.0374 0.7811 -21.24 6.78± 0.07 1.12± 0.02 2.75± 0.05
21.8550 14.0545 0.0236 0.7966 -20.60 5.18± 0.10 1.22± 0.03 2.40± 0.04
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